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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1934 G. KoTHE and 0. ToEPLITZ defined the ~-dual of a sequence 
space: If w is the collection of all sequences of complex numbers then the 
~-dual of a subset y of w is defined to be 
The properties of the resulting duality were studied in a series of papers 
([6], [7], [8]). In 1950 J. DIEUDONNE [2] generalized many of these 
results by considering locally integrable functions on a a-compact Radon 
measure space and by replacing the summation in the definition of ~-dual 
with an integral. G. GoFFMAN [3] and R. WELLAND [11] have also studied 
generalizations of the Kothe spaces that make use of real-valued functions 
on a measure space. 
Most of the papers mentioned above deal primarily with topological 
considerations. However, Kothe spaces possess a natural order structure, 
and it is the purpose of this paper to study this order structure in some 
detail. Many of our results generalize results that were recently proved by 
PERESSINI and SHERBERT [9] for Kothe sequence spaces. After listing a 
few preliminary definitions, we will state these results in detail. 
Throughout this paper (E, .E, p,) will denote a measure space, that is, 
p, is a countably additive nonnegative function defined on a a-ring .E of 
subsets of a point set E. A cover for (E, .E, p,) is a collection [of elements C 
of .E with finite measure such that E C U [. A real-valued function I on E 
is [-locally integrable if Xcl is integrable for each C E [ (Xc denotes the 
characteristic function of the set C). The set of -all such functions will be 
denoted by {Jri,· We identify two functions in {Jri, if they agree almost 
everywhere on each C E [. The set of equivalence classes thus formed is 
denoted by [Qri,], and an arbitrary element of [Qri,] is denoted by [f] where 
I is any member of the class. [Qri,] becomes a real vector space if addition 
1) The results in this paper are taken from the author's doctoral dissertation, 
submitted to the University of Illinois in May, 1966. The author wishes to thank 
Dr. G. KoTHE for his suggestions which were very useful in the preparation of this 
paper. 
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and scalar multiplication are defined in the usual manner, and a compatible 
partial ordering can be obtained in the following way: [f] .;;; [g] means 
f(x).;;;g(x) a.e. on each 0 E [. With this ordering [.f.?~~:] becomes a a-order 
complete vector lattice. However, in [4] (page 131, note 9) a measure 
space is described for which [.f.?~~:] is not order complete if [is taken to be 
the collection of all subsets with finite measure. (A vector lattice is a-order 
complete if every countable majorized subset has a supremum; it is order 
complete if an arbitrary majorized subset has a supremum.) Our first main 
result is a characterization of the order completeness of [D~~:J in terms of 
some properties of the underlying measure space. Vile then establish a 
corollary to this result that enables us to generate a large class of order 
complete [D~~:J· We define a Kothe space to be the dual of a subset of [.f.?~~:] 
(for a precise definition of "dual" see Section 3.) Kothe spaces are a-order 
complete sublattices of [.Q<!:], so that it is possible to consider order con-
tinuous and order sequentially continuous linear mappings on these 
spaces. (A linear mapping on a space is order continuous (order sequentially 
continuous) if it maps a net (sequence) that order converges to zero onto 
one that also order converges to zero.) The second main result of this 
paper is that the set of order continuous linear functionals on a Kothe 
space can be identified with the dual. It then follows that any order 
sequentially continuous linear functional on a Kothe space is order 
continuous whenever [ contains a "countable subcover". Finally, we show 
that an order sequentially continuous linear mapping from one Kothe 
space into another is order bounded and, under a suitable restriction, 
weakly continuous. 
2. ORDER COMPLETENESS OF [.Q(!;] 
The space [.Q<!:] is introduced in order to obtain a general definition of 
Kothe space which includes the ones used by DIEUDONNE, GoFFMAN, and 
WELLAND as special cases. Unfortunately, in the process, the order com-
pleteness of these spaces is lost. However, to remedy this situation we 
need only to ensure the order completeness of [.Q(!;]· In the following 
discussion we describe two conditions that are necessary and sufficient for 
the order completeness of [.Q<!:]. 
A subset of E is said to be [-locally null if its intersection with each 
0 E [ is an element of .E with zero measure. If P is a property that is 
defined for each x E E, then we write P(x) [.a.e. to denote that the set 
for which P fails to hold is [-locally null. For example, given f, g E .Q<!:, 
then f(x) = g(x) [.a. e. if the set {x E E: f(x) * g(x)} is [-locally null. It is 
this notion of equality which determines the equivalence classes of [.Q<!:]. 
Definition 2.1. Let ([fc]) denote a collection of elements of [.Q<!:] 
which is indexed [; that is, for each 0 E [ there is a unique element 
[fc] in ([fc]). The collection ([fc]) is a cross section of [.Q<!:] if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
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(a) [Xcfa] = [0] for each 0 E <r (0 = E -0). 
(b) Given 01 and 02 in 0, [Xc1/c2 ]= [Xc2 /c1 ]. 
These two conditions can be restated in the following form : 
(a) For each 0 E [, fc(x) = 0 [.a.e. in 0. 
(b) Given 01 and 02 in 0, fc1 and fc2 agree almost everywhere in 
01 ('I 02. 
A cross section <[fc]) is determined by an element [f] of [.QI!] if 
[Xcf] = [fc] for each 0 E [; that is, each fc agrees with f almost every-
where on 0. 
If So is an element of E, we denote by (So, Es0 , fl) the measure space 
obtained by restricting the measure fl to the a-algebra Es0 consisting of 
all the subsets of So which belong to E. It is clear that L's0 = {S r'l So: S E E}. 
The set of all real-valued integrable functions on this space will be denoted 
by 2 1(So, fl). 
Definition 2.2. The measure space (E, E, fl) has the Radon-Nikodym 
property for [ if it satisfies the following requirement: 
If v is a measure defined on E such that v(S) = 0 for any [-locally 
null set S in E and is finite on each 0 E [, then there is a function f 
in .QI! such that, given 0 E [, v(S) = f Xs(x)f(x)dfl(x) for any S E Ec. 
We shall now prove the main result of this section. Some of the techniques 
used in the proof were taken from a paper by ZAANEN [12]. 
Theorem 2.3. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) [.QI!] is order complete. 
(b) Every cross section of [.QI!] is determined by an element of [.Qiit]. 
(c) (E, E, fl) has the Radon-Nikodym property for [. 
Proof. We shall show that (a)=>- (b)=>- (c)=>- (a). 
(a) =>-(b). First, we suppose that <(fc]) is a cross section of [.QI!] 
such that [OJ< [fc]< [XE] for all 0 E [.Then <[fc]) is a majorized subset 
of [.QI!], whence it follows, by (a), that there is an element [f] E [.Qd 
such that [/]=sup [fc]. We shall show that <[fc]) is determined by [f]. 
0£1il: 
It is clear that [fc].;;; [Xcf] for each 0 E [. Suppose there is a Oo E [ 
such that [fc0h~'[Xc0f]. Then the set, {xE0o:fc0(x)<f(x)} must have 
positive measure. We define a function g on E by setting g(x) = f(x) if 
x ¢00 and g(x) = fc0(x) if x E Oo. It is clear that [g] is a positive element 
of [.QI!] such that [g].;;; [f] and [g]:;6 [f]. We shall show that [g]is amajorant 
of <[fc]). Accordingly, let 0 be an arbitrary element of[. From the fact 
that fc(x) = fc0(x) a.e. on 0 r'l Oo and that fc(x) <f(x) a.e. on 0, we obtain 
fc(x) .;;;g(x) a.e. on 0. It now follows from the positivity of [g] that 
[fc]< [g]. But this means that [g] is a majorant of <[fc]) which is smaller 
than [f ]. This contradiction shows that < [f c ]) is determined by [f ]. 
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Now, let ([fc]) be a cross section which contains only positive elements 
of [.Q~;]. For each natural number n, we define a cross section ([fc]<n>> 
by setting [fc]<n> = inf {[fc], [nXE]} for each C E [. From the result of 
the preceding paragraph we see that each cross section ([fc]<n>> is deter-
mined by an element [!ln] in [.QQ:]· Furthermore, it is not hard to show 
that [!11] < [!72] < ... .;;;; [!ln] <.... Hence, we may suppose that the !ln are 
chosen so that, for each x E E, (!ln(x));:'= 1 is an increasing sequence of real 
numbers. Let f be the function on E for which the value at any x E E 
is given by f(x)=lim !ln(x). It follows from the properties of the [!ln] that 
for each C E [, fc(x) = f(x) a.e. on C. Therefore, the set N 00 = {x E E :f(x) = 
+ oo} is a [-locally null set. Hence, if we redefine f so that it takes the 
value 0 on N ""' then [f] is an element of [.QQ:] which determines the cross 
section ([fc]). 
Finally, to obtain the result for an arbitrary cross section ([fc]), we 
consider the cross sections ([fc]+) and ([fc]-), where [fc]+=sup {[fc], [0]} 
and [fc]-=sup {- [fc], [0]}. If [fl] and [/2] determine the cross section 
((fc]+) and ([fc]-), respectively, then it is an easy matter to show that 
[f] =[/I]- [/2] determines the cross section ([fc]). 
(b) '* (c). Let v be a measure finite on [ and such that v(S) = 0 for 
any [-locally null setS. Then, given C E [, by restricting v to the a-algebra 
.Ec, we can apply the classical Radon-Nikodym Theorem to the measure 
space (C, .Ec, p,) to obtain a function fc in .ft'l(C, p,) such that 
v(S) = J Xs(x) fc(x) dp,(x) 
for all S E Ec. We extend fc to all of E by defining fc(x) = 0 for all x ¢C. 
It is clear that fc is now an element of .QQ:. Let ([fc]) be the collection 
of elements of [.QQ:], indexed by 0, for which each fc is obtained in the 
preceding manner. Then, given C1 and C2 in [, the relation 
v(C1 n C2) = J Xc1 n c2(x) fc1(x) dp,(x) = 
J Xc1 n c2(x) fc2(x) dp,(x) 
implies that fc1 and fc2 agree almost everywhere on C1 n C2. Hence 
([fc]) is a cross section of [.Qi]. By (b), there is an element [f] in [.Qi] 
which determines ([fc]). Furthermore, if Cis any element of[, then the 
condition f(x) = fc(x) a. e. on C imrlies that 
v(S) = J Xs(x) f(x) dp,(x) 
for all S E Ec. Therefore, (E, E, ft) has the Radon-Nikodym property 
for[. 
(c)=> (a). Since [.Qi] is a vector lattice, it is enough to show that an 
arbitrary directed (;;;.) subset M ={[f .. ]: IX Ed} consisting of positive 
elements has an infimum. Given IX Ed, we define a measure v .. on@)= UEc 
CEQ: 
by v .. (S) = JXs(x)f .. (x)dp,(x) for S E 6. Then, we define a set function v 
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on 6 by setting v(S) = inf v"'(S). If 0 is an element of [, then it follows 
!XEd 
from the order completeness of the set of all bounded measures on the 
space (0, Ec, f.-l) that the restriction of v to Ec is a measure. Let lR be 
the collection of all countable unions of elements of 6. Then, it can be 
shown that lR is a a-ring of subsets of E. We extend the set function v 
to the elements of lR in the following way: If R is any element of lR, 
00 
then v(R) = .2 v(Sn), where {Sn: n =I, 2, ... } is any sequence of mutually 
n=l oo 
disjoint sets in 6 such that R= USn. It is not hard to show that Y is 
n~l 
well-defined and that it is a measure on the a-ring m. We now extend v 
to all of E by setting v(S) =sup { v(R): R E m, S ".) R} for S E E. It is a 
simple matter to verify that v is a measure on E which takes the value 
zero on any [-locally null set. By (c), there is a function f E Qll such that, 
given 0 E [, 
v(S) = f Xs(x) f(x) df.1,(X) 
for all S E L'c. We shall show that [f]=inf [/"']. 
!XEd 
Suppose there is an £Xo Ed such that the corresponding element [/"'0 ] 
fails to satisfy the condition[/]< [/"'0 ]. Then, the setS= {x EE: f(x)> f"'0 (x)} 
is not [-locally null. Hence; there is an element Oo E [ such that the set 
So=S n Oo={x EOo: f(x)>fa0(x)} has positive measure. But this means 
that 
which contradicts the fact that v(S)=inf v"'(S) for all S E 6. Therefore, 
IX E .9/ 
[f] is a minor ant of M. 
Now, suppose there is a minorant [g] of M which fails to satisfy the 
condition [g]< [f]. As in the preceding paragraph, there is an element 
0 0 E [ such that the set So= {x E Oo: f(x) < g(x)} has positive measure. 
This means that 
v(So) = f Xs0(x) f(x) df.l,(X) < f Xs0(x) g(x) df.l,(x). 
But, [g] < [f"'] for all iX Ed, so that Xs0(x)g(x) .;;;Xs0(x)f"'(x) a. e. in E, for 
each iX Ed. Therefore, 
for all iX E d, whence it follows that 
v(So) < f Xs0(x) g(x) df.l,(X) < inf f Xs0(x) f"'(x) d,u(x) = inf v"'(So) = v(So). 
!XEd !XEd 
This contradiction shows that [f]=inf [/"']. Therefore, [Qii!:] is order 
complete. Q.E.D. o;Ed 
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We now give a result which will be useful in providing examples of 
[.Q~J that are order complete. 
Definition 2.4. A measure space (E, .E, t-t) is a direct sum for [ if 
there is a collection 'Il of mutually disjoint elements of[ with the following 
two properties : 
(a) E- u i) is a [-locally null set. 
(b) For each C E [, the set of elements of 'Il which meet C is at most 
countable. 
Proposition 2.5. If (E, .E, t-t) is a direct sum for [, then [.QQ:] is 
order complete. 
Proof. We obtain the result by showing that an arbitrary cross 
section ([fc]) of [.QI!:] is determined by an element of [.QI!:]. Let i) be a 
collection of mutually disjoint elements of [ with properties (a) and (b) 
of Definition 2.4. We define a function f on E as follows: 
If x E U 'Il, then f(x) = fc(x) where C is that element of i) containing x, 
and if x f/= U i), then f(x) = 0. We will show that, for each C E [, f(x) = fc(x) 
a.e. on C. Given Co E [, let 'Ilo be the countable set of elements of 'Il 
which meet Co. From the fact that E- U i) is a [-locally null set it follows that 
Co- U 'Ilois a null set. But f(x)=fc(x)= fc0(x) a.e. on C nCo for each C Ei)o, 
so that f(x) =, fc0(x) a.e. on Co. Since Co was an arbitrary element of [, 
it now follows that [f] is the element of [.QI!:] which determines ([fc]). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, [.QI!:] is order complete. Q.E.D. 
Examples 2.5. (a) Let (E, .E, t-t) be a a-finite measure space and 
let(£: be any cover of E which contains a countable sub collection {Ot, 02, ... } 
of mutually disjoint sets such that E C U On. It is easy to see that E is a 
direct sum for [, whence it follows, by Proposition 2.4, that [.QI!:] is 
order complete. 
(b) Let E be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let 1-l be a positive 
Radon measure on E. Let E be the a-algebra of all t-t-measurable subsets 
of E, and let (£: be the collection of all compact subsets of E. It can be 
shown that E is a direct sum for (£: (see [1 ], Chapter 5, Page 6). Hence, 
[.QI!:] is order complete. 
3. DEFINITION OF KOTHE SPACE 
In this section we give a general definition of Kothe function spaces 
that includes the ones used by DIEUDONNE [2], GoFFMAN [3], and 
WELLAND [11] as special cases. For this purpose we will need the idea of 
the Kothe dual of a subset r of [.QI!:]. From an examination of the various 
definitions of Kothe spaces mentioned above, we would be inclined to say 
that the Kothe dual of r is the set 
F*={[f] E [.QQ:]: Jlf(x)g(x)i dt-t(x)<oo for all [g] E F}. 
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Unfortunately, it is possible that an equivalence class in [.QQ:] may contain 
functions h1 and h2 such that Jlh1(x)[ dp,(x) = 0 and Jlh2(x)[ dp,(x) = = 
(for example, let (E, E, p,) be the Radon measure space obtained by taking 
tt to be the product (see [1], Chapter 3, § 5) of the Lebesgue measure on 
the real line R and the discrete measure on R, and let (f be the collection 
of all compact subsets of E; if S = {0} x R then Xs is an element of QQ: which 
is equivalent to the zero function, but fXs(x)dtt(x) = oo.) 
In order to overcome this difficulty we now introduce the [-essential 
integral. 
A 
Definition 3.1. Let (f be the set formed by adding to the cover (f 
the collection of all finite unions of elements of (f. Then, for any f E QQ: 
with f(x) > 0 [.a. e., we define the [-essent·ial 1:ntegral off to be the supre-
A 
mum (finite or infinite) of the set of real numbers {fXc(x)f(x)dtt(x): 0 E (f}. 
The [-essential integral of f will be denoted by .ff(x)dtt(x). Now, let f 
be an arbitrary element of QQ:, and let f+ and j- be the positive and negative 
- -
parts off, respectively. If ff+(x)dtt(x) and Sf-(x)dtt(x) are not both infinite, 
then we define the [-essential integral of f by 
S f(x) dtt(x) = S f+(x) dtt(x)- J j-(x) dtt(x). 
It is obvious from the definition that if the [-essential integral exists for 
- -
a function f E QQ:, then f f(x)dtt(x) = f g(x)dtt(x) for all g E QQ: that are 
equivalent to f. We denote by !£'1(E, p,) the set of all f E QQ: such that 
J !f(x)f dtt(x) < =. L1(E, p,) will be used to denote the set of all [f] E [QQ:] 
such that f E .!£'1 (E, tt)· 
Remark 3.2. It is not hard to show that the [-essential integral has 
most of the properties of the ordinary integral. A complete discussion of 
this type of integral can be found in BouRBAKI ([1], Chapter 5, § 2.) 
However, we will have occasion to use only the following properties 
which are easily verified: 
(a) If f and g are elements of QQ: such that f(x) .;;;;g(x) [.a. e., then 
ff(x)dtt(x) < fg(x)dtt(x) (when both integrals exist). 
(b) The [-essential integral is linear on .!£'1 (B, tt)· 
(c) Let (/n)':- 1 be a sequence of elements of QQ: sueh that 
0<:/n(x)<fn+l(x) [.a.e., n=1, 2, .... Iff is an element of QQ: for which 
f(x) =lim fn(x) [.a.e., then 
J f(x) dtt(x) = lim S fn(x) dtt(x). 
(d) Let (/n)':- 1 be a sequence of elements of QQ: for which there is an 
element f E QQ: such that f(x) = lim fn(x) [.a.e. Suppose there is an 
element hE .!£'1 (E, tt) such that 1/n(x)i .;;;;h(x) (f,a.e., n= 1, 2, .... Then 
f E .!£'1 (E, tt) and 
f f(x) dtt(x) =lim S fn(x) dtt(x). 
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We now return to the problem of defining Kothe function spaces. 
Definition 3.3. Let r be any non-empty subset of [.Q~£]. The Kothe 
dual of r is the set 
F*={[f] E [.Qil:]: Jlf(x)g(x)J dp.(x)<oo for all [g] E F}. 
A subset A of [ .Q~£] is a Kothe (function) space if there is a set r C [ .Q~£] 
such that A= F*. 
Remark 3.4. We now list some properties of a Kothe space A. The 
first two follow directly from Remark 3.2. 
(a) A is a vector subspace of [.Q~£]· 
(b) A is an ordered vector space for the order induced on it by [.Qil:]. 
Furthermore, A is solid in [.Qil:]; that is, if [f] E A and [g] is an element 
of [.Qil:] such that J[g]J<J[f]J, then [g] EA. 
From (b) we obtain 
(c) A is a a-order complete vector lattice, and suprema and infima 
of sets in A coincide with their suprema and infima in [.Qil:]. 
(d) A is order complete if [.Qil:] is. 
(e) If 0 E [ then [Xs] E A for any S E Ec. 
Examples 2.5. (continued). (a) Since [contains a countable sub-
cover of E, it follows that every [-locally null set is a null set. Thus, two 
functions in .Qil: are equivalent if they agree almost everywhere. Moreover, 
the [-essential integral coincides with the ordinary integral. In this case 
our definition of Kothe space reduces to that given by WELLAND [11]. 
(b) This example is essentially the definition of Kothe space introduced 
by GOFFMAN [3]. In the event that the space E is a-compact, this case 
reduces to the original definition of Kothe function spaces introduced by 
DIEUDONNE [2]. 
(To be continued) 
